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An Algorithm for Approximate Paleotemperature Calculations of
Mountain Rock from Temperature Measurements in Deep Bore Holes.

By S.F. Khrutsky* and N.A. Baranova*

Abstract: The derivation of palaeotemperatures from borehole temperature
inversion is ambiguous in principle. An algorithm is presented which allows to
reduce ambiguity by making use of a number of borehole temperature profiles
from the same area.

Zusammenfassung: Die Ableitung von Palaeotemperaturen aus Temperatur
profilen in Bohrlöchern gelingt wegen der Mehrdeutigkeit inverser Lösungen
nur unter gewissen Annahmen. Hier wird ein Algorithmus vorgestellt, der es
unter der Verwendung von Temperaturprofilen mehrerer Bohrlöcher erlaubt, die
Mehrdeutigkeit einzuschränken.

INTRODUCTION

There are several physical and mathematical models of heat
exchange in rocks that lead to approximate solutions for tem
perature values in past geological epochs based on present-day
temperature profiles.

To solve the associated inverse heat conductivity problem (IN
GERSOLL et al. 1954), a one-dirnensional model of heat exchange
is used without taking into account the water transition phase
to calculate the postglacial time period. The approximate paleo
temperature formula is constructed by using the solution to
Stephan's problem with simplifying assumptions (BALOBAEV
1985).

In inverse theory, there are difficulties of existence and unarn
biguous solution. At the same time, in heat exchange process
modelling for a considerable time interval T, as a rule, there is
no information about the change in the character of many pa
rameters of the system. These parameters are the rock-water
physical characteristics: densi.y, moisture, heat conductivity 1,
thermal heat capacity C. Not only is there an absence of relia
ble data, but the many system parameters have emergency fea
tures (KAPUSTINA et al. 1989).

The last position makes more complicated the explanation and
estimation of data reliability from the modelling effort. Thus,
the general solution to the restoration problem based on present
day temperature profiles of paleotemperatures rests on the use
of determined models of heat conductivity process in rocks, i.e.
with a system approach to the problem.

DISCUSSION OF MODELS

The heat-exchange process model is expressed by the corre-
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sponding boundary value problem of the heat-conductivity
equation. In this case, there should be a mixed boundary value
problem corresponding to conditions when an unknown temper
ature T (t) is given on the surface 1

0
and at a depth 1

1
there is

unknown geothermal gradient g (t).

Consider the process within the limits of its single-rneasured
model of the only conductive heat-exchange without water
phase conversion. The heat exchange equation following from
this assumption will contain 1and C and will not depend on the
temperature t (x, t) at a depth of x, 1

0
:os; x :os; 1

1
, assuming that the

surroundings are without sources and heat flows.

In connection with the necessity of quantitative determination
of post pleistocene climate changes, beginning with the time of
maximum development of Würm glaciation (20,000 B.C.),
mathematical modelling does not take into account the season
al climate changes so the field of research is stratum from a
depth of 1

0
(zero annual amplitudes), 1

0
"'" 10 m, to a depth of 1

1

< 400 m, where temperature changes (period about 5400 years)
penetrate, provided the coefficient of temperature conductivity
is 0.002 mvh, This follows from the formal application of the
Fourier law.

Additional assumptions are necessary. The group average of
unknown paleotemperature on the soil surface (i.e. the average
value has similarly changed during some intervals) is supposed
to be equal to the temperature at a depth of .zero" annual am
plitudes. Just as we assurne that the geothermal gradient is a
piecewise-continuous time function, but ,,1" and "C" depend
only on a depth of x. Thus, a one-dimensional model of heat
exchange process close to an investigated one is considered (IN
GERSOLL et al. 1954).

METHODOLOGY

Let N be the given quantity of unknown time intervals Zj - Zj_l'
during which the temperature on the soil surface was similar.
T are the unknown group averages and Gare the unknown

J J
averages of geothermal gradient concerning the same time in-
tervals U= 1, 2, ..., N, Zo = 0). Let the field limits 10 and 11 be
given along with N, the net versus w = {lo=Xt' x2' '''Xk =ll} in
that the soil temperature is known in the modern period as a
discrete function t* (Xm' ZN)' m = 1,2, ..., K, where "K" is the
number of temperature data; besides physical characteristics
A(x), A(x) > Ao= const > 0 and C(x), C(x) > Co= const > 0, 1

0
:os;
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x < 1 are known Then it is necessary to find z, T, 0., j = 1, 2,
- I' J J J

..., Nunder condition of the minimum quadratic mean functional
F(zj' Tj' G):

j = 1, 2, ..., N, where t(x m , ZN) is function ZI' TI' GI' Z2' G2, ...,
Z T Gwhich is determined from the mixed boundary val-N' N' N'

ue problem for the heat-conductivity equation. Let us formulate
this problem. Let parameters of the limiting conditions Zj' Tj and
0. be known, then it is required to find tex, t) i.e. the soil tem
perature, satisfying the conditions of the following mixed
boundary value problem:

[1]

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

For the solution of this algorithm, the mixed program ALGOL
60 and FORTRAN-IV was developed for running on a BESM
6 computer under the .Dubna" monitor. In this program, the
algol module is used for size-Iess input data; in this way, data
treatment of three temperature profiles is provided. FORTRAN
modules provoke modules of vectorial algebra. Included in
MNOGR-module in the fifth edition of Program Library a FOR
TRAN language in the Scientific Research Cybernetics Center
of Moscow State University. This module expresses algorithm
of minimization of function of many variables without deriva
tives counting at two-sided limits on variables by the method
of coordinate descent. The program pro vides graphie data pres
entation with the aid of a plotter.

t (x,O) =TI; r (10' r) =Tj; Zj_1 < '!::; Zj; j = 1,2, H., N; [3]

QL =G; Z < '!::; Z; j = 1,2, H', N. [4]ox x-li J-I J

The key feature of the program is the transformation of two
measured massives in one-measured ones and vice versa its
correct transmission to subprograms with formal massives hav
ing controlling size. For this purpose, the call of library subpro
gram ARRAY is used.

The minimum of the special purpose function [1] at Zo < ZI <
H' < ZN may be found by method of in-coordinate descent, which
does not require a derivative calculation. First, this method re
quires putting the initial values of the unknown point of mini
mum ZO TO, GO. Then, the consecutive single-valued mini mi
z~tion of th~ fudction on each coordinate is fulfilled. This proc
ess results in initial values Zlj, T", G l

j, for the following itera
tion. If the values of parameters z, Tj and Gj for two consecu
tive iterations are close, then the process is completed.

The pro gram assumes marginal temperature treatment, deter
mined not more than by the eleven averages. For differentiation
with respect to depth 91 modes are used, with respect to time
41. Calculation for one variable at each mode takes 2 minutes
ofCPU time.

The program of global climate change research is an original
method of investigation. This pro gram permits one to analyze
a great number of geothermal sections and present the ternper
ature dynamics on the Earth' s surface over a long period of time.

where,

The temperature versus depth profile usually is collected from
a limited numb er of holes at an unequal distance from one an
other and a detailed temperature table is drawn up with the aid
of Lagrange interpolation of the third degree.

From the beginning of the research, paleotemperature restoration
was carried out in several sites of the Arctic. According to BAU
LIN et al. (1967), NEKRASOV & DEVIATKIN (1974), TAYLOR & JUDGE
(1974) some wells were chosen near the Ob mouth (Salehard,
Russia), the Lena mouth (Tixi, Russia), the lower Mackenzie (In
uvik, Reindeer 1, Canada), Melville (Winter Harbour, Canada).
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. 1 j G. h
t ~ = h2 t k-I +----==-~--

1+ 2ta2

When calculating i'h-iteration for [1], it is necessary to find the
numerical solution of equations [2] - [4]. For a solution a dif
ferential scheme for [2] - [4] is drawn up with the first order of
time precision and the second order of depth precision. The re
sultant system of linear algebraic equations for the discrete val
ues of net temperature is derived by the driving away method.
In differential scheme, as a rule, margin condition of the first
order [3] is precisely approximated. The boundary condition of

the second order (SAMARSKY & GULIN 1989) is roughly approx
imated with the second order of precision in depth and with the
first order precision in time. This approximation prepared for
the driving away method is given by the following expression:

h2 j-I
+ 2ta2 tk

h2
+--

2ta2
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